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FACE THE NATION 

 

10/05/08 1) Interview with Governor Jennifer Granholm, Senator Dianne Feinstein, Representative 

Roy Blunt, and Representative Heather Wilson.  Topics include: reaction to Governor 

Sarah Palin‟s recent line of attack against Senator Barack Obama, claiming that he does 

not see America as a force for good / reaction to the response from the Obama campaign 

in the form of a political ad / the lack of impact Governor Sarah Palin has had on female 

and male Clinton supporters in Michigan; what effect, if any, Senator John McCain‟s 

decision to suspend his campaign and focus on the economic crisis had on influencing his 

fellow senators to support the economic bailout; support for Governor Palin and belief in 

her ability to lead the country should the need arise / criticism of Governor Palin‟s 

performance at the vice presidential debate as being an example of style over substance 

2) Campaign quick check with David Brooks.  Topics include: Governor Palin‟s 

successful debate strategy; the impact of the economic crisis on each of the campaigns / 

belief that both campaigns, but predominantly the McCain campaign, are out of touch 

with the potential serious recession; the apparent success of the strategy of the Obama 

campaign / the new climate in America and the Republican Party‟s inability to adept and 

run successful campaigns 

Guests: Governor Jennifer Granholm (D-MI) (1); Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) (1); 

Representative Roy Blunt (R-MO), House Minority Whip (1); Representative Heather 

Wilson (R-NM) (1); David Brooks, Columnist, The New York Times (2) 

 

10/12/08 1) Interview with Senator Lindsey Graham, Governor Bill Ritter, Mayor Doug Wilder, 

and Representative Adam Putnam.  Topics include: Senator Barack Obama‟s double-digit 

lead in the national polls / the third and final debate scheduled for 10/15/08; reaction to 

comments made by Georgia Representative John Lewis, claiming that the negative tone of 

the Republican presidential campaign reminds him of the hateful atmosphere that 

segregationist Governor George Wallace fostered in Alabama in the 1960's / recent 

Senator John McCain political rally where he stood up for Senator Obama against one of 

his own supporters / opinions regarding the general tone of the McCain campaign; the 

effect of the economy on both campaigns; Senator McCain‟s poll standings in Florida and 

Colorado / Senator McCain‟s new economic proposals; whether or not Americans are 

misrepresenting their opinions in polls because of race / Governor Sarah Palin‟s impact in 

Florida and Colorado 

2) Interview with Dr. C. Fred Bergsten.  Topics include: belief that the United States is in 

a recession / results of the recently held International Monetary Fund meeting in 

Washington, DC / the need for a global, comprehensive response / the main difference 

between the current economic crisis and the depression of the 1930's 

Guests: Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (1); Governor Bill Ritter (D-CO) (1); Mayor 

Doug Wilder, Democrat, Richmond, VA (1); Representative Adam Putnam (R-FL) (1); 

Dr. C. Fred Bergsten, Director, Peterson Institute for International Economics (2) 
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FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

10/19/08 1) Interview with Governor Tim Kaine, Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz, 

Governor Matt Blunt, and former Representative Rob Portman.  Topics include: reaction 

to General Colin Powell‟s endorsement of Senator Barack Obama for president / recent 

poll results indicating a close race in Ohio for the presidency between Senator Obama and 

Senator John McCain / announcement that the Obama campaign raised $150 million in 

September / current conditions in Florida with regards to poll results and the new voting 

system / how Governor Sarah Palin has been received as a vice presidential candidate in 

Missouri, Florida, and Ohio / tax plans of Senator McCain and Senator Obama and how 

each will impact the middle class and small business owners 

2) Campaign quick check with Dan Balz.  Topics include: assessment of General Powell‟s 

endorsement of Senator Obama / reaction to General Powell‟s criticism of Senator 

McCain / the current state of the McCain campaign and what he needs to do to win 

Guests: Governor Tim Kaine (D-VA) (1); Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-

FL) (1); Governor Matt Blunt (R-MO) (1); Former Representative Rob Portman (R-OH) 

(1); Dan Balz, The Washington Post, (2) 

 

10/26/08 1) Interview with Robert Rubin.  Topics include: the current financial crisis / opinion 

regarding the impact of the bailout bill on the economic predicament / the need for a 

stimulus package to stem the current situation within a reasonable amount of time / 

Senator Barack Obama‟s proposals for fixing the economy / speculation as to how long 

this crisis will last / the current unemployment rate and Senator Obama‟s commitment to 

curb its proliferation / the current and critical state of the auto industry and its importance 

to the economy 

2) Interview with Doug Holtz-Eakin.  Topics include: Senator John McCain‟s 

commitment to build facilities for next-generation automobiles / Senator McCain‟s belief 

in putting the money back into the housing market / Senator McCain‟s view on stimulus 

packages / belief that the unemployment rate will continue to rise / the need to generate 

jobs / criticism of Senator Obama‟s desire to enforce the Clean Air Act / opinion 

regarding the progress of the steps the U.S. government has taken so far to help the 

economy and speculation as to how long this crisis will last 

3) Campaign quick check with Governor Ed Rendell and Governor Tim Pawlenty.  

Topics include: reaction to poll results for Pennsylvania, indicating that Senator Obama 

has a ten point lead / the impact of Governor Sarah Palin‟s aggressive campaigning in 

Pennsylvania; reaction to former Pennsylvania Governor Tom Ridge‟s statement 

questioning Governor Palin‟s place on the Republican ticket; support and criticism for 

Senator McCain‟s recent interview in The Washington Times, criticizing President 

George Bush; Senator Obama‟s tax plan; assurance that Senator McCain may be down, 

but he is not out of this race 

Guests: Robert Rubin, Former Treasury Secretary, Senior Economic Advisor - Obama 

Campaign (1); Doug Holtz-Eakin, Former Director, Congressional Budget office, and 

Senior Policy Advisor, McCain Campaign (2); Governor Ed Rendell (D-PA) (3); 

Governor Tim Pawlenty (R-MN) (3) 
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60 MINUTES 

 

10/05/08 “Wall Street‟s Shadow Market” - a report on credit default swaps and their impact on 

the current economic crisis.  Private, largely undisclosed, and deregulated, these are the 

contracts that mortgage investors, who bought up the riskiest mortgages when they were 

repackaged by Wall Street as exotic investment securities, entered into to protect 

themselves in case their investments went bad.  When homeowners began defaulting and 

the Wall Street high-risk mortgage-backed securities also began to fail, the big investment 

houses and insurance companies who sold the credit default swaps hadn't set aside the 

money they needed to pay off all the insurance contracts they'd written.  Includes 

interviews with Jim Grant, editor of Grant‟s Interest Rate Observer; Frank Partnoy, 

former derivatives broker; Michael Greenberger, law professor at the University of 

Maryland; and Robert Pickel, CEO, International Swaps and Derivatives Association.  (C: 

Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine) 

“Kill Bin Laden” - an interview/profile of the officer in command of a team from the 

U.S. Army‟s secret Delta Force, sent to Tora Bora, Afghanistan by the Pentagon shortly 

after 9/11 to kill Osama bin Laden.  Calling himself Dalton Fury, he is the author of “Kill 

Bin Laden” and has only recently decided to break his silence in order to correct the 

inaccuracies regarding his mission.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Shawn Efran) 

“The Race For The Electric Car” - a report on the race to develop and produce a 

practical fuel-free electric car.  With an eye to the potential of lithium ion batteries -- the 

same used in laptop computers -- as a viable power source, environmentally conscious 

entrepreneurs in Silicon Valley, California are betting their inventiveness can beat out 

auto executives from Detroit, Michigan.  Includes comments by Elon Musk, Chairman of 

Tesla Motors; Bob Lutz, Vice Chairman of General Motors; and Ray Lane, Senior 

Partner at Kleiner Perkins and an investor in Fisker Motors.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar 

Bar-On) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Show Me My Money” - Andy takes stock and has his own 

financial advice 

 

10/12/08 “The FBI‟s Wise Guy” - an interview with Joaquin “Jack” Garcia, the Cuban-American 

FBI agent who infiltrated the Gambino crime family as Jack Falcone, an Italian gangster 

character he created in 2002 to take down one of the most powerful mobsters in America.  

Extremely successful, he gained the trust of Gambino capo Greg DePalma, who offered to 

make Falcone a “made member” of the Mafia -- a proposal which would have made him 

the first law enforcement agent in history to ever achieve that position.  Recently retired 

after 26 years, he is the author of “Making Jack Falcone”.  (C: Armen Keteyian - P: Pat 

Milton, Michael Radutzky) 

“The Battle Of Sadr City” - a report on the advanced weaponry used during the spring 

2008 battle in Sadr City, Iraq -- home to two million Shia.  Part of Baghdad, the area had 

been under the control of cleric Muqtada al-Sadr and his Shiite militia, who had used the 

location to launch rockets into the green zone.  Utilizing two types of UAV‟s (unmanned 

aerial vehicles) -- the “Shadow” drone and the “Predator” -- U.S. forces were able secure 

the area and negotiate a cease-fire.  Includes comments by General Ray Odierno and 

Colonel John Hort.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Richard Bonin) 

“All In The Family” - a profile of the Antinori family of Italy, who have been making 

wine for six centuries and whose domain stretches from the legendary vineyards of 

Tuscany and Umbria, to their property in California‟s Napa Valley.  In the absence of a 

male heir, the Antinori daughters are now running the business with their father.  (C: 

Morley Safer - P: David Browning) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Andy Gets Down To Business” - Everything is getting more 

expensive, except stock prices 
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60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

10/19/08 “Combat in Afghanistan” - a report on soldiers from the 101st Airborne Division, who 

are stationed at a small forward operating base in eastern Afghanistan, not far from the 

Pakistani border, called “Wilderness”.  American casualties are highest in this region, 

where they‟re fighting an Afghan warlord, Jalauddin Haqqani and his son, who are closely 

allied to al-Qaeda.  Includes comments from Major General Jeffrey Schlosser, the Deputy 

U.S. Commander in Afghanistan.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Peter Klein, Jeff Newton) 

“Bank of America” - a profile of the largest U.S. financial institution, Bank of America, 

headquartered in Charlotte, North Carolina.  Now partly owned by the United States of 

America due to the recent crisis in the American financial system, it recently acquired one 

of Wall Street‟s emblematic companies - Merrill Lynch.  Includes interviews with current 

Bank of America CEO Ken Lewis; and former CEO Hugh McColl.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: 

Shachar Bar-On) 

“Blood Brothers” - a profile of Francisco Rivera Ordonez and his younger brother, 

Cayetano -- the only brothers in Spanish history to be top matadors at the same time.  

Descended from a long line of bullfighters, Francisco has been fighting for thirteen years, 

while Cayetano, for only three. (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael H. Gavshon, Paul Bellinger) 

(see also "The Family Business" (OAD: 1/11/98), 60 MINUTES‟ initial profile of 

Francisco Rivera Ordonez) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Rooney On The Presidents He's Met” - Andy looks back at some 

memorable and not so memorable presidential encounters 

 

10/26/08 “Financial Weapons Of Mass Destruction” - a report on credit derivatives or credit 

default swaps.  Essentially side bets on the performance of the U.S. mortgage markets and 

the solvency of some of the biggest financial institutions in the world, they are a form of 

legalized gambling that allows you to wager on financial outcomes without ever having to 

actually buy the stocks, the bonds and the mortgages.  Although illegal for most of the 

twentieth century, Congress gave Wall Street an exemption eight years ago.  Includes 

interviews with Jim Grant, editor of Grant‟s Interest Rate Observer; Frank Partnoy, 

former derivatives broker; Eric Dinallo, Insurance Superintendent for the State of New 

York; and Columbia University Law professor Harvey Goldschmid.  (a followup to “Wall 

Street‟s Shadow Market”, OAD: 10/05/08)  (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine, 

Jennifer MacDonald) 

“T. Boone Pickens” - an interview/profile of billionaire oil and gas maven T. Boone 

Pickens, who is on a mission to lessen America‟s dependence on foreign oil.  Warning of 

an energy crisis as dire as the current financial one, his solution -- the Pickens Plan -- 

promises to save America from foreign oil by using wind power, solar energy, and 

domestic natural gas.  (C: Charlie Rose - P: Tanya Simon, Andrew Metz) 

“Gorongosa” - a profile of American entrepreneur Greg Carr, who is using his great 

wealth to try to help some of the poorest people in Africa by attracting more tourists to 

their neighborhood -- the beautiful national park of Gorongosa in Mozambique.  (C: Scott 

Pelley - P: Henry Schuster, Rebecca Peterson) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Andy Loves His Job” - Andy ponders work 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY 

 

10/04/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Last Take” (8:00-9:00p) - an investigation into the 

unsolved 1977 murder of actress Christa Helm, who was found stabbed and bludgeoned 

outside her agent‟s home in West Hollywood, California.  Police at first thought her 

murder might be connected to the sensational killing of actor Sal Mineo, murdered 

exactly one year before in the same neighborhood.  Detectives also found out about her 

infamous “love diary” -- but it had vanished.  The diary was not the only way she had kept 

track of her lovers; there were tape recordings of her sexcapades with her celebrity 

boyfriends, but those tapes also disappeared.  The hunt for the tapes lead to actor Tony 

Sirico (now best known as „Paulie Walnuts‟ on “The Sopranos”), who had been sent by 

Helm‟s friends to remove them from her residence.  In 2006, when investigators finally 

spoke to Sirico, he was less than cooperative, but the missing items turned up in the 

possession of Lennie Barin, Helm‟s closest friend.  Now 31 years into the case, detectives 

have discovered a long string of boyfriends and girlfriends of Christa‟s, and suspect that 

jealousy may have been the motive in her murder.  However, recent information has led 

back to the Sal Mineo connection, and his murderer, Lionel Williams, who served 12 

years for the crime.  After sifting through all the drama of Christa‟s life, could the 

detectives discover that she was simply the victim of a random street robbery at the hand 

of a career criminal?  Her daughter hopes that the murder will be solved, whatever the 

reason. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Chuck Stevenson, Paul F. Ryan) (OAD: 04/26/08; 

Includes an update.) 

 

10/11/08 PREEMPTION 

 

10/18/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Into Thin Air” - a report on the disappearance of Jeanette 

Louise Zapata, who mysteriously vanished without a trace from her home in Madison, 

Wisconsin on October 11, 1976 -- leaving behind her daughter Linda, and two other 

children.  In the midst of a divorce at the time of her disappearance, she had been married 

for seventeen years to an engineer, Eugene Zapata.  Their marriage had been troubled -- 

Jeanette discovered that Eugene had sent nude photographs of her to a swingers magazine 

and oftentimes his behavior towards her around their children was sexual and 

provocative.  Due to his stalking-like behavior, she also had a restraining order against 

Zapata.  Though Officer Greg Martin found Zapata‟s behavior strange, the results of his 

lie detector test were inconclusive.  With no physical evidence, the case stalled.  Eugene 

Zapata moved back into the house he had once occupied with Jeanette and acted as 

though nothing had happened.  He explained to the children that Jeanette had simply 

taken off because she was stressed.  In November 2004, Jeanette‟s best friend, Peggy 

Weekly -- who never believed that Jeanette would abandon her three children -- contacted 

police in Madison to reopen the case.  Assigned to the case was Detective Marianne 

Flynn Statz, who after a preliminary investigation, was convinced that Jeanette had been 

killed and that the right suspect was Eugene.  She contacted Linda Zapata, who expressed 

her own doubts regarding her father‟s innocence and agreed to help police with their case.  

After a thorough investigation, Eugene Zapata was arrested for the murder of Jeanette.  

His trial began in September 2007, but ended in a hung jury.  Prosecutor Bob Kaiser was 

ready to go back to court and try Zapata again, when Zapata surprised everyone and 

agreed to answer questions regarding Jeanette‟s disappearance, but only if prosecutors 

would reduce the charge from murder to reckless homicide.  His daughter Linda agreed.  

According to Eugene, he had argued with Jeanette the morning of October 11, 1976 and 

when her back was turned, hit her on the head with a paperweight and then strangled her 

twice.  Then he began a grisly thirty year odyssey with her body: burying it, exhuming it, 

reburying it, and eventually he cut her body into pieces and took it to a land fill.  Eugene 

Zapata was sentenced to five years for reckless homicide.  Linda Zapata has been cut off 

from her immediate family: despite Eugene‟s plea, her brother and sister believe that their 

father is innocent.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Brian Leonard, Daria Hirsch) 
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48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

10/25/08 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Did the Doctor Kill the Doctor?” - a report on the October 

1993 murder of Dr. Linda (Lin) Goudey in Stoneham, Massachusetts. At the time she was 

dating Dr. Timothy Stryker, who depending on whom you believe, is either a calculating 

murderer or an innocent man.  Goudey and Stryker had been dating but friends believed 

they were ready to break up, even though they had planned to vacation together.  Less 

than two weeks before the trip, witnesses say they heard the couple arguing; and it was the 

last night Goudey was seen alive.  Four days after she was last seen at the hospital, 

Goudey was found facedown, wrapped in a blanket in the back of her car, in a remote 

corner of the hospital parking lot.  The medical examiner determined it was murder and 

Stryker became the number one suspect.  Nothing police found at the scene pointed 

directly to Stryker, but it was what they didn‟t find at the scene that did: her tote bag, the 

jacket she was wearing and her briefcase were in Stryker‟s possession.  Soon after, 

Stryker got himself an attorney and the investigation stalled.  Goudey‟s family eventually 

filed a wrongful death suit.  Finally, in 2006, after many delays, the suit finally went to a 

civil court trial where a jury believed Dr. Stryker killed Dr. Lin Goudey and ordered him 

to pay Lin‟s family $15 million.  Nobody was surprised that Stryker said he would appeal, 

but everyone was surprised when he and his lawyer announced they had found a brand 

new witness.  After being questioned by the police, the witness, Craig Pizzano, admitted 

that Stryker had put him up to it.  Stryker was arrested for perjury.  This trial hasn‟t begun 

yet, but Goudey‟s family hopes that eventually Stryker will be charged with murder.  (C: 

Richard Schlesinger - P: Deborah Grau) 

 

CAMPAIGN „08: VICE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE 

 

10/02/08 CAMPAIGN „08: Vice Presidential Debate (9:00 - 11:00p) - live coverage (from 

Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri) of the single Vice Presidential debate 

between Republican nominee Governor Sarah Palin (AK) and Democratic nominee 

Senator Joseph Biden (DE). The debate moderator: Gwen Ifill (PBS). Preceded by brief 

exchanges between CBS News Correspondents Katie Couric (anchor) and Bob Schieffer; 

and between Couric and Jeff Greenfield. The debate itself concluded at 10:33pm.  

Included in CBS News coverage after the debate were: (1) summary and commentary by 

Correspondents Couric, Schieffer and Greenfield; (2) interview with Senator Joe 

Lieberman (ID-CT); (3) interview with Senator Claire McCaskill (D-MO); (4) 

Correspondent Byron Pitts (at CBS Television City at the MGM Grand Hotel in Las 

Vegas) - with an audience of about 100 uncommitted voters who watched the debate on 

television; (5) interview with Richard Haass, President, Council on Foreign Relations; (6) 

commentary by CBS News Political Analysts Dan Bartlett and Dee Dee Myers; (7) 

Correspondent Sharyl Attkisson with results of a CBS News / Knowledge Networks poll 

of about 500 uncommitted voters around the country who watched tonight‟s debate and 

responded to questions online. 
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CAMPAIGN „08: PRESIDENTIAL DEBATES 

 

10/07/08 CAMPAIGN „08: Presidential Debate (9:00 - 11:00p) - live coverage (from Belmont 

University in Nashville, Tennessee) of the second of three Presidential debates between 

Republican nominee Senator John McCain (AZ) and Democratic nominee Senator Barack 

Obama (IL). The debate moderator: Tom Brokaw (NBC News). Tonight‟s debate utilized 

the format of a town meeting, with the candidates responding to questions asked by 

audience members at Belmont University and submitted over the Internet. Preceded by 

brief exchanges between CBS News Correspondents Katie Couric (anchor; NY studio) 

and Chip Reid (Nashville); and between Couric and Dean Reynolds (Nashville). The 

debate itself concluded at 10:34pm.  Included in CBS News coverage after the debate 

were: (1) summary and commentary by Correspondents Katie Couric, Bob Schieffer 

(Nashville), and Jeff Greenfield (NY studio); (2) comments from a panel of ten 

uncommitted voters in the NY studio with Couric; (3) comments by CBS News political 

analysts Dee Dee Myers and Dan Bartlett; (4) Correspondent Sharyl Attkisson with 

results of a CBS News / Knowledge Networks poll of about 500 uncommitted voters 

around the country who watched tonight‟s debate and responded to questions online. 

 

10/15/08 CAMPAIGN „08: Presidential Debate (9:00 - 11:00p) - live coverage (from Hofstra 

University, Hempstead, New York) of the third of three Presidential debates between 

Republican nominee Senator John McCain (AZ) and Democratic nominee Senator Barack 

Obama (IL). The debate moderator: Bob Schieffer (CBS News). The debate itself 

concluded at 10:31pm.  Included in CBS News coverage after the debate were: (1) 

summary and commentary by CBS News Correspondents Katie Couric (anchor, NY 

studio) and Jeff Greenfield, Senior Political Correspondent; (2) reaction to the debate 

from a panel of ten uncommitted voters who viewed the debate in the studio with Couric; 

(3) commentary by CBS News political analysts Dan Bartlett and Dee Dee Myers; (4) 

reports on the reactions of each candidate‟s supporters to his performance tonight by 

Correspondents Dean Reynolds (Obama campaign) and Chip Reid (McCain campaign); 

(5) Correspondent Sharyl Attkisson with results of a CBS News / Knowledge Networks 

poll of about 500 uncommitted voters around the country who watched tonight‟s debate 

and then responded to questions online; (6) the first part of an interview with Joseph 

Wurzelbacher, a Holland, Ohio plumber whom John McCain often referred to tonight (as 

“Joe the plumber”). The interview concluded on the CBSNews.com webcast, immediately 

following the broadcast. 
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